Cultural workshops for international students

PhD students welcome day - Great Escape Game
On December 17, 2020, the Doctoral College of Université Grenoble Alpes is organizing a welcome day (bilingual event) for all first-time doctoral students in two parts: in the morning a meeting with the doctoral schools, and in the afternoon a discovery of all the services of the Doctoral College and more broadly of the University and its partners via a large online game in the form of a journey to the heart of the campus.

Postdocs Fellowships with EuroTech Postdoc2 Program
Within the EuroTechPostdoc2 programme, the universities of the EuroTech Universities Alliance (a strategic partnership of universities of science & technology of which TU/e is one of the members) offer seventy Marie Sklodowska-Curie fellowships to experienced high-potential researchers (postdocs).

Competition: Research as Art 2020 - Swansea University
Research as Art is a competition which aims to reveal the hidden stories of research. The competition is open to all students, staff and researchers spanning undergraduate, professional services, postgraduates, academic staff; studying, working or supporting research in ANY field or discipline...Everything! Research as Art 2020 is now open for entries, with a deadline of 7 September.

Call for candidatures of the 2020 edition of the L’Oréal-UNESCO France For Women and Science Young Talents programme

Global Challenges Science Week: International interdisciplinary days of Grenoble Alpes
The first edition of the Global Challenges Science Week 2019 will take place from June 3rd to 6th, 2019 in the World Trade Center of Grenoble.

Caroline Bissardon is one of the recipients of the L’Oréal UNESCO Women in Science awards 2016
At 25, she is researching the unexplored role of selenium in cartilage as the subject of her PhD and has used the ESRF extensively.

The award at the « Green Growth Knowledge Platform » Conference for the Best Young Researcher Paper went to Prudence Dato
His article: « Energy transition under irreversibility: a two-sector approach »

Physics without Equations
An original training course offered to all the Université Grenoble Alpes doctoral students

Markus Appel, a German doctoral student, chose to carry out his research in the Grenoble Laue-Langevin Institute
He explains why in a video
Looking back on the "Doctoriales®" 2014
"A week which goes by too fast and which leaves a lasting impression!" [+]

The 2013 Doctoral Dissertation Prize Ceremony
Awarding seven doctors from Université de Grenoble [+]

Mission Mexico: developing Franco-Mexican academic cooperation by promoting the French doctorate
Opportunities not to be missed [+]

Information on the admission of non-EU students to Grenoble's higher education institutions
The Communauté Université Grenoble Alpes (ComUE UGA), the Université Grenoble Alpes (UGA), Grenoble Institute of Technology (Grenoble INP), Sciences Po Grenoble and the Ecole nationale supérieure d'architecture de Grenoble (ENSAG) reaffirm their commitment to international students, and to the values of openness and exchange. [+]

Grant for a PhD cotutelle between France and Finland
In cooperation with the Institut Français in Finland and in the framework of the bilateral scientific cooperation between France and Finland, the Niilo Helander Foundation is offering a 30 000 euros grant this year for any PhD student in cotutelle between France and Finland in all fields of research. [+]

CEA thesis proposals for the 2018-2019 academic year
The CEA funds theses in its laboratories for high-level candidates. [+]

Coronavirus COVID-19 : Informations for PhD Students [Updated 04/12/2020]
Due to the COVID-19 Coronavirus epidemic, and following the measures announced by the Prime Minister and the Minister of Higher Education, Research and Innovation, teleworking is becoming the rule in universities. [PhD students, answer the survey!] [+]

Survey "Living and Study Conditions in lockdown" academic year 2020-2021
The direction of student life (DVE) in conjunction with the directions of Training, Territorial and International Development, ADUDA, components and schools has developed a questionnaire in order to best assess the difficulties encountered by students and PhD Students and also to prevent the health, precariousness and psychosocial risks inherent to this situation. [+]

2020 Thesis Award: 9 recent PhD graduates honored by UGA
Université Grenoble Alpes has chosen nine Doctors who graduated in 2019 and whose thesis work was judged to be of exceptional quality. Eight academic thesis prizes and one innovation thesis prize were awarded on 19 May 2020. [+]

Overcoming isolation and loneliness with the PhD Alumni Network!
Our motto "UGA PhD Alumni Network: Counting on others, counting for others" has taken on its full meaning in the current situation. During this period of Covid-19 Coronavirus lockdown, the "inventory of living and study conditions" survey carried out by the Student Life management team that the Doctoral College passed on to PhD students has highlighted the fact that many of you - and in particular international PhD students - are isolated and finding this lockdown a lonely period that is difficult to overcome. The PhD Alumni Network is here to help you find other PhD students and alumni, to create ties, share, overcome this loneliness and show solidarity. [+]

Université Grenoble Alpes awarded the "Bienvenue en France" label for the quality of its international students' welcome
Committed to a quality process for welcoming international students, Université Grenoble Alpes was awarded the "Bienvenue en France 2 étoiles" label at the end of May 2020, a label issued by Campus France and validated by an independent commission. UGA and its institutions therefore join the list of 89 labeled institutions among the 183 committed to the process. This label is in line with the international attractiveness policy developed by UGA. [+]
Shanghai 2020 Ranking: UGA enters the top 100 of the world's best universities

First regional university (outside of the Paris region), in the top 5 French Universities, Université Grenoble Alpes has placed in the top 100 world universities in the 2020 Shanghai ranking of world universities. Following the good performance of French universities in the Shanghai ranking of academic subjects in June, the results of the Shanghai global rankings published on August 15th confirm the integration strategy of universities and schools put in place in Grenoble. [+]

Doctorate News in French

Concours Ma thèse en 180 secondes - Édition 2021, 100% numérique !
Mardi 9 mars à partir de 18h, suivez en direct sur YouTube, la finale Alpes du concours international Ma thèse en 180 secondes (MT180). Inscrivez-vous dès maintenant pour voter pour le prix des internautes le soir de la finale ! #MT180 et #MT180alpes [+]

Élections au Conseil du Collège doctoral - Mars 2021
Les élections des élus doctorants au Conseil du Collège Doctoral de l'Université Grenoble Alpes auront lieu du mardi 16 mars 9h au jeudi 18 mars 2021 à 16h. Postulez ! Votez ! La représentation des doctorant·e·s est essentielle ! [+]

Ateliers culturels à destinations des étudiants internationaux

Solène Besson, lauréate du Prix de la fondation d'entreprise Silab
Doctorante à l'École doctorale Chimie et Sciences du Vivant de l'Université Grenoble Alpes (UGA) et à l'Institut de biologie structurale (IBS), Solène Besson est la lauréate 2020 du Prix de la fondation d'entreprise Silab-Jean Paufique. Une reconnaissance de ses travaux de recherche menés sur le traitement du mélanome au sein de l'équipe Adénovirus de Pascal Fender. [+]

Nouvel Appel à projets Vinci de l'Université Franco Italienne (UFI)
Nouvel Appel à projets Vinci de l'Université Franco Italienne (UFI) destiné à soutenir la coopération universitaire franco-italienne par le biais de financements de mobilité pour étudiants, doctorants, post-doctorants et enseignants entre la France et l'Italie. [+]

Enquête "Conditions de vie et d'études en confinement" année universitaire 2020-2021
La direction de la vie étudiante (DVE) en lien avec les directions de la Formation, du Développement Territorial et International, de l'ADUDA, des composantes et écoles a élaboré un questionnaire afin d'évaluer au mieux les difficultés rencontrées par les étudiants et doctorants et également prévenir les risques sanitaires, de précarisation et psychosociaux inhérents à cette situation. [+]

Un doctorant de l'UGA en lice pour un EIT Awards 2020
Doctorant à l'Université Grenoble Alpes (UGA) au sein du LBFA, Martin Boutière fait partie des 28 meilleurs innovateurs européens sélectionnés par l'Institut européen d'innovation et de technologie (EIT) pour l'un des "EIT Awards 2020". Seul représentant français, il concourt aussi pour le prix du public. Découvrez son projet Nutr'Avenir et votez pour lui en ligne jusqu’au 8 décembre 2020 ! [+]

See all the Doctorate News (in French)

Relocation

The College and the doctoral schools (except Philo) moved on September 1st, 2020 to join the Maison Jean Kuntzmann at 110 rue de la Chimie 38400 Saint-Martin-d'Hères on the University Campus (Tram B and C, stops "Bibliothèques universitaires").

Thesis Defences

Upcoming doctoral dissertation defences